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Part One:

Executive Summary
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Executive Summary.

As the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) creates a new development policy, an
examination of the significant independent reviews of Australia’s development efforts over the last 40
years is useful to understanding recurring themes, trends, and challenges.

This paper examines findings from four key independent reviews of Australia’s development program:

1. The 1984 ‘Report of the Committee to Review the Australian Overseas Aid Program’, known as
the ‘Jackson Review’. Commissioned when DFAT was still the Department of External Affairs,
Jackson was the first deep attempt at taking a holistic view of aid within broader foreign policy
contexts. At the time, there was large focus on Papua New Guinea, and the Colombo Plan.
Importantly, there was a sense that development assistance had spread out far too wide
without sufficient structures in place. At the time of this review, Bob Hawke was Prime Minister,
Bill Hayden was Foreign Minister, and ODA/GNI sat at around 0.44%.

2. The 1997 ‘One Clear Objective: Poverty reduction through sustainable development’, known as
the ‘Simons Review’. Initiated just after the 1996 change of Government, there had not been a
full review for 12 years, since Jackson. Alexander Downer came in as Foreign Minister and
quickly commissioned a review to consider how development and foreign policy were working
together, how certain finance mechanisms were working, and where to next. At the time of this
review, John Howard was Prime Minister, and ODA/GNI sat at around 0.25%.

3. The 2005 ‘Core Group Recommendations Report for a White Paper on Australia’s Aid
Program’, known as the ‘Core Group Report’. Prepared to inform the upcoming White Paper
on aid and in preparation for a budget scale-up, the Core Group Report reviewed the current
development program and provided recommendations for the future. At the time of this review,
John Howard was Prime Minister, Alexander Downer was Foreign Minister, and ODA/GNI sat at
around 0.28%.

4. The 2011 ‘Independent Review of Aid Effectiveness’, known as the ‘2011 Review’. A budget
scale-up at the end of the John Howard era was under way, followed by a further scale-up
under Kevin Rudd. This report was an effort to pause and ask, ‘how are we going to manage the
increase of money and administer it effectively?’. Notably, just a few years after this review, the
budget was reduced significantly by Tony Abbott and the merger of AusAID and DFAT was
under way. At the time of this review in 2011, Julia Gillard was Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd was
Foreign Minister, and ODA/GNI sat at around 0.33%.

In assessing these reviews – what they reach consensus on, where they diverge, and what patterns
appear – The Lab has identified four key lessons of critical importance as the department begins
penning the new development policy. They are as follows:

First, we need to get clear on the motivations of Australian development efforts andmanage
potential conflicts and inconsistencies. The issue of national interest sits at the very top of the
debates throughout the reviews — and if we do not squarely address what national interest is and isn’t,
we will face the same pitfalls of ambiguity and ineffectiveness as we have over the last few decades.
This matters because all facets of the program need to be broadly pushing in the same direction.
Different understandings and motivations can frustrate this, undermining impact on very indicie.

Second, we need to put in place some serious tools and technology to focus the program. In
theory, the question of program focus starts with a clear policy objective under which programs cluster
coherently and effectively to achieve specific impacts (and by extension, choose not to invest heavily in
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other areas). In practice, the Australian development program has faced criticism for its inability to
produce and adhere to a clear goal, focus or objective — instead lapsing into strategic uncertainty. This
uncertainty often results in expanding thematic and geographic undertakings, and short-sighted
decisions.

Third, we need to address the gap between policy and strategy on the one hand, and program
design and implementation on the other. There is deficit in this space that leaves people inside and
outside Government confused, with policy open to broad interpretations that result in scope creep —
across countries, programs, projects, and more.

Fourth, we need to capitalise on the development ecosystem – strengthening it further and
making best use of diverse capabilities. The reviews from 1984 – 2011 touch on what a healthy, robust
development ecosystem needs: strong partnerships; a capable department; relevant and useful
independent research; and broad public support. And while the reviews were generally positive across
these areas (of course noting areas for improvement), a lot has shifted in the development program
since 2011. Should such a review be undertaken today, it is possible that shifts within the department,
the political and geopolitical landscape, research and expertise, delivery capability and public views
would surface a new set of challenges to the strength and diversity of the development ecosystem

Part Two details the findings from the reviews under these four themes and considers implications and
pathways forward for the new development policy.

This paper focuses on comparative findings that are relevant to the current department in its crafting of
a new development policy. This paper does not cover development finance (as the reviews were
inconsistent in their coverage of this topic) nor does it dive into programmatic detail and sectoral
issues.
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Part Two:

Findings, lessons, and implications
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Objectives of the Australian development program: a timeline

1984, the ‘triple mandate’ following the Jackson Review:

‘… to achieve humanitarian, strategic and commercial goals … Australian aid policy has, therefore, not
one but several mandates, and these need to be balanced against each other through the political
process.’

1996, at the time of the Simons Review:

‘To ensure the reduction of poverty and the promotion of economic development as a permanent
means of overcoming such poverty.’

2005, at the time of the Core Group Report:

‘To advance Australia’s national interest by assisting developing countries reduce poverty and achieve
sustainable development.’

2011, at the time of the 2011 Review:

‘To assist developing countries to reduce poverty and achieve sustainable development, in line with
Australia’s national interest.’
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One | Naming the motivations of Australian development

A big theme running across all reviews was focus — who is Australia and what do we want to achieve
with our development program? This naturally led to the question of ‘national interest’ and its role in
development.

Debate about what Australia's national interests are, and where they fit with the program, has been a
constant, while management formulations have been quite different. Development communities tend
to be polarised on this issue, whereas governments have generally attempted to reconcile competing
claims on the program, arguably with limited success. Whether different generations of the aid program
are comfortable talking about the national interest overtly depends on the predominant world view at
the time: sometimes national interest is upfront as an organising principle shaping programs; at other
times it is more of a subsidiary consideration, mainstreamed into regional focus or areas of sectoral
specialisation; whereas the Simons configuration was to argue that the national interest was best
served by delivering the best development impacts over the longer term.

Realistically, it isn’t a question of if national interest should be named in the development program — it
is a given that it will be. Instead, the question becomes what national interests the development
program can and should serve, and which it shouldn’t. Until this is clear from leadership, it will keep
appearing in problem analyses, which argues for it being dealt with head-on.

What the reviews found

Jackson was an outlier of the reviews on the issue of objectives, where the recommended ‘triple
mandate’ objective was the most overt attempt to link Australia’s domestic interests together with the
aid program (the triple mandate equated the need for humanitarian ideals with strategic and economic
interests of not only partner countries, but Australia too). Even through to the ’90s, country strategy
papers were required to ‘indicate how the proposed program will serve Australia’s trade interests’.

Simons argued that the commercial incentives built into the aid program were leading to supplier-
driven overpriced assistance that was ultimately detrimental to Australia’s standing with its
development partners. Subsequent reviews (Core Group, and 2011) were in consensus that having
three seemingly equal objectives that were assumed rarely to be in conflict confused the purpose and
the mandate of the program. They agreed that aid in the national interest did not mean pursuing self-
interest at the cost of pursuing poverty reduction. Simons stated that:

‘… the aid program can be a very effective tool for indirectly promoting Australia’s long-term
foreign policy and commercial interests, but it is quite undesirable that it be used to promote
Australia’s short-term foreign policy and commercial interests directly.’

Despite this conclusion, Alexander Downer did put the term ‘national interest’ into the program’s
objective following delivery of the Simons Report. The next two reviews (Core Group and 2011) warned
that with ‘national interest’ written in, the term will likely continue to be misinterpreted unless it is
addressed clearly. The Core Group Report echoed Simons’ point, stating:

‘Australia’s national interest and poverty reduction are not two separate agendas for the aid
program. Rather, the objective calls on the aid program to advance the former by pursuing the
latter. This needs to be communicated better to both domestic and international audiences.’
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And the 2011 Review stated:

‘One problem with the objective of the program as it is presently stated is that it is unclear and
ambiguous in relation to how the national interest should figure in the program. The
Review Panel believes that this issue should be brought out into the open and addressed
squarely.’

Lessons from the reviews

1. Using the term ‘national interest’ in the objective (or equivalent) of the development policy
without expansion on what it means opens risks of misinterpretation and misuse.

2. What ‘national interest’ means in the development program needs to be better explored and
more clearly defined.

3. There is an urgent and unaddressed need for clarity around short-term and long-term goals
and management of incentives that overwhelmingly prioritise the present.

4. Short-term commercial interests should not be a driver of the development program. The
biggest commercial return to Australia comes frommaximising regional development.

Implications for a new development policy

Central to the debate in each review was a tension between whether the development program was a
tool of foreign policy best utilised to respond to challenges of the day or to advance Australia’s broadest
interests of the future.

Australia’s Partnerships for Recovery strategy again attempted to thread the needle on national
interest, articulating that the development program works ‘in support of our region’s — and our own —
security and economic recovery’. Over the last decade, aligning Australia’s development program to
Australian national interests has come to mean different things to different people, as predicted by the
2011 Review.

Unless the following can be resolved, it is likely that the same challenges identified above will remain
problematic for the Australian development program, turbocharged by Australia’s geopolitical
environment.

The challenges ahead are as follows:

1. What national interests, and in what priority order, do we want the Australian development
program to advance?

On the one hand, some view the close alignment between development and security interests
as key — that is, alleviating poverty abroad is critical to fostering stability. For some, they have a
focus on Australia’s economic interests, and others still consider the aid program a tool of
diplomatic influence for the political elite (or a broader soft power conception).

If the Government wants to clarify what national interests the development program serves, it
should do so in both a Foreign Policy White Paper and the development policy. If the
Government wants to signal changes to its understanding of aid in the national interest
thereafter, it should do so in a Ministerial statement or equivalent, and in an update to the
policy.
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2. How will those national interests, however determined, be applied in decision-making
across the program?

Are they applied from the beginning? Secondary to people/countries in most need? After
agreements with partner countries? Geographically, or sectorally? Without clarity on this, the
effectiveness of the program will continue to be undermined.

If the Government wants the department to confidently engage with national interest in
development policy decisions, it should provide practical guidance that includes what it is, and
what it is not, that sits alongside a development policy and framework. If the Government wants
the department to make strategic programming decisions that serve national interest, it should
develop decision-making matrices for staff.
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Two | Focusing the development program

Even if we were clear on the motivations for Australia's international development work and squarely
addressed the issue of national interest, Australia is not in a position to do everything the region our
Government desires with its $4.5b available.

In theory, the question of program focus starts with a clear policy objective under which programs
cluster coherently and effectively to achieve specific impacts (and by extension, choose not to invest
heavily in other areas). In practice, the Australian development program has been criticised in the
reviews for its inability to adhere to, and produce, a clear goal, focus or objective – instead consistently
lapsing back into strategic ambiguity.

What the reviews found

On the objective

The reviews agreed that the objective of the program over the years lacked focus, and that this led to
scope creep of the aid program and deficits in effectiveness. While each review after Jackson indicated
an attempt had been made to insert more focus, the problem persisted.

The 1984 Jackson Review raised the alarm on how spread out the program had become:

‘The Australian aid program is spread over too many countries, with too many initiatives and
activities in too many different ways. The circle of recipients has been widened unrealistically
and as a result, the program has leant heavily on improvisation and post hoc rationalisation.’

This expanded scope was linked to a lack of focus in the objective: ‘The Committee concluded that the
Australian aid program needs to be better focused to achieve its objectives.’ Jackson then proposed an
objective that had three interlinked elements (known as the ‘triple mandate’): promotion of humanitarian
ideals; advancement of the strategic interests of Australia and developing countries; and advancement
of the economic interests of Australia and developing countries.

The 1997 Simons Review found that despite its intent, the adopted objective from Jackson was again
too unfocused, and proposed that the program needs a ‘clearer, more focused and unambiguous
statement of its objective’. It described the aid program as ‘beset by a confusion of purpose’.

The 2005 Core Group Report noted that despite the objective at the time being much shorter and
sharper, important nuances could be missed. For example, reference to the Millennium Development
Goals or what aid in the national interest means.

Despite at the time having a very short objective, the 2011 Review again took issue with ambiguity. The
objective at the time could be interpreted in several opposing ways, resulting in a comment that what
was needed was ‘an objective that respects its complexities and does not oversimplify by reducing the
objective to a neat one-liner’.

On the geographic focus

Each review was consistent in flagging the dangers of ‘spreading resources too thinly’ across a wide
geographic area. Jackson and Simons were extremely vocal on this. Importantly, despite the 2011
Review written in preparation for a budget expansion, it also warned about the need for a narrower
geographic focus. The reviews also noted that while attempts were made to narrow this focus after
each individual review, over time the scope expanded again. Reasons for this are varied — changing
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geopolitical dynamics, budget fluctuations, and importantly a lack of clarity in the program’s objective
and purpose.

A 2019 Integration Review articulated this consistent call for a systems approach contained in each of
the reviews, arguing that this perennial lack of discipline reflects two key weaknesses: first, a
misunderstanding of international development and its impact on Australia (and a conflation of
development cooperation with aid); and second, a lack of understanding in power centres about what is
required to maximise development and diplomatic impact. Systematic approaches are demanding —
they take rigor, skills, and systems. Yet the political culture of the past 30 years has wanted low-cost,
low-demand systems.

The reviews also consistently recommended that when considering how best to consolidate
geographic focus, a focus on Southeast Asia and the South Pacific was logical. This has a natural
convergence of allocation factors that were identified as important: greater understanding of
challenges, direct Australian interest, demonstrated need for development assistance, and ability to
make a difference.

Interestingly, the reviews were consistent in recognising that creating sharper, narrower geographic
focus does not mean losing flexibility. Instead, they recommended that in areas such as the Pacific,
Australia needs to remain flexible in how development assistance is provided, allowing for rapidly
changing environments and needs. They also recommended, to different degrees, scaling-up in fewer
countries to increase effectiveness and lasting change.

On Australia’s comparative advantage

The Jackson Review was firm in needing a more coherent strategy in every aspect — and noted the
need to document understanding and analysis of Australia’s comparative advantage in the program, as
compared to other donors.

Simons echoed this, but noted how difficult it is to determine what actually is our advantage. Sectoral
lobbies, anecdotal evidence and data that only notes technical delivery were named as some barriers.
Simons recommended ‘more careful’ assessments of sectoral capability from Australia to understand
comparative advantage.

While much progress was made, by 2011 it was still found that Australia had a scattered approach. The
2011 Review again recommended honing in on what Australia can do well — and was interestingly more
open to this being a high-level factor of aid decisions in comparison to Simons.

The 2011 Review even recommended ‘flagships’ — analysing where Australia has a comparative
advantage and embarking on targeted programs within that realm — to have greater effectiveness, to
build bilateral relationships, and to garner support internationally and domestically. As it stated,
‘excellence is more important than scale’.

This being said, a warning emerged across the reviews that Australia’s comparative advantage may be
in areas that conflict with partner country needs. They reiterated that Australia’s comparative advantage
should be a secondary consideration, assessed after assessing partner country needs and
impact/effectiveness. Navigating this became a significant challenge in the Rudd Government, with the
introduction of sectorally driven budget initiatives to reflect Government priorities. The risk of mismatch
with country needs can undermine development and diplomatic impact.
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On the policy and budget connection

The reviews noted the tension between the need for long-term thinking for the program from a policy
perspective, and the short-term pressures of political and budget cycles. This can also lead to dangers
in pressured spending cycles that are the antithesis of the broad policy objective. The Simons Review
summed this up by stating:

‘The effects of this short-term perspective are manifested in a practical way in the
management of the budget process, and in the associated expenditure imperative. The aid
program is appropriated annually, but most aid activities, by their very nature, need to be multi-
year … When sharp and unpredicted budget cuts drive sudden changes in the focus of the aid
program, developing country partners are disadvantaged, bilateral relationships are affected,
and the effectiveness of aid activities can be undermined.’

On policy frameworks

Each review proposed extensive frameworks to tackle the challenge of expanding and organising
program objectives into streams for action. Each was distinct from the other in specific content, yet
carried recurring organising structures: five pillars, three pillars, four pillars, cross-cutting activities.
Economic growth, crises response, promoting cooperation, resilient neighbours, and so on. The
reviews were consistently propositional in their policy frameworks, rather than commenting deeply on
the effectiveness of frameworks themselves as a tool for connecting objective to practice.

As touched on throughout this paper, additional elements are missing to make the frameworks more
useful and, importantly, clear. This again includes providing ways to navigate competing priorities
(which will involve difficult decisions), concept definitions (what these terms include, what they do not,
what they look like in practice, what they don’t look like), and further guidance on implementation.

Lessons from the reviews

1. Stakeholders will look to the objective of the program not only for decision-making guidance,
but for focus. The objective alone will not be able to achieve that — and Government should not
expect it to. Instead, we need to look at surrounding pieces of the puzzle to meet the need for
focus — think country planning (processes and products), and decision-making matrices
aligned to the objective.

2. Attempts are made after each review to once again reign in the geographic and sectoral focus
of the program – but this consistently slips as time goes on due to ad-hoc decisions and
pressures on the program.

3. The ability of the policy to achieve focus will only be as successful as the extent to which it is
aligned to budgeting processes. Disconnecting these elements undermines the utility of both.

4. Policy frameworks are a useful tool, but without further concept definitions, priority allocation
and implementation guidance, the same problems will keep occurring. DFAT should consider
fundamentally different alternatives by going back to basics to consider the benefits and costs
of the machinery we currently use.

5. We need clarity on what we believe Australia’s comparative advantages are – especially if it is
to be a major factor in programming decisions – including how we determine it, and how much
importance we place on it.
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Implications for a new development policy

Partnerships for Recovery refined the focus of the development program on COVID-19 response and
recovery, in specified geographic areas. However, critics have also suggested that most potential
investments could be rationalised under the policy settings, indicating that the issue of ambiguity of
focus in the program is still live.

Challenges to be tackled for the new development policy include:

1. How will the objective of the program be defined and communicated? What
accompanying mechanisms would be most useful to stakeholders (inside and outside
Government) that provide further clarifying detail, and does away with ambiguity?

The department will need to determine what is, and is not, included in the objective of the
program. But to avoid the pitfalls identified in the reviews, the department should consider
providing supporting documentation (beyond a framework) that provides a theory of change,
definitions and Ministerial positions on key terms. This could be statements, annual updates,
decision-making matrices, and so on. The utility of frameworks should also be considered —
asking what the costs, benefits, and alternatives are.

2. How will the geographic focus not only be narrowed down, but also safeguarded from
incremental and non-strategic expansion?

The department will need to name its geographic focus in the new development policy, likely
focusing on the region closest to Australia, as recommended unanimously in the reviews.
Importantly, it will also need to consider including criteria for situations where geographic
expansion or shifts to this focus arise.

3. How will we determine not only what Australia’s comparative advantage is, but also how it
is reflected in programming?

No matter how big the program is, we can never do it all. This has become more evident with a
merged department and radically different development needs post-pandemic.

The challenge ahead is not only to determine what Australia’s comparative advantage is
(including how we determine it, and how we remain clear on this if and when it changes), but
also how it is reflected in action across the program (including where it factors in in relation to
partner country needs — where the latter is the priority — and also how it is programmed. For
example, whether areas of advantage are given priority spending or flagship programs).

4. How will we align policy process (reviews and updates) to budget processes?

In addition to the broadly acknowledged program performance, the reviews also noted that the
impact of development policy reviews and updates were only as strong as they are connected
to a budgeting process. The department will need to tackle long-term timing and sequencing
issues to catapult the effectiveness of the reviews.
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Three | Translating policy to practice

Dropping down another level, even if the national interest is addressed and clarified, and the
policy/program focus lessons are defined, there is an execution deficit that stems from these two areas
down into practice. What this looks like is a need for operational decisions to be grounded in local
realities, which is not always the case. As a result, people inside and outside Government are left
confused, unclear, and open to broad interpretations that result in scope creep across countries,
programs, and projects.

What the reviews said

On effectiveness

Given that development policy settings are established in Canberra, but their program execution
happens abroad and is often delivered through partners, the connection between what works in the
field and policy and strategy decision-making is critical. The reviews found significant limitations to
policy impact where effectiveness was not at the forefront of senior leadership and policymakers’
minds.

Jackson was astute in understanding that development strategies are, at their core, a document that
reflects the political ambitions of the government of the day. Jackson recommended that built into that
political process was a base understanding of current, and future, potential effectiveness of the
program.

Simons was confident in senior executives’ understanding of what makes aid effective in developing
strategies. What was missing from this, the review claimed, was the high-level monitoring and reporting
across the whole program. The result of this was that there were few ways of monitoring and managing
the strategy's impact in terms of shaping design and implementation efforts. As in Jackson, Simons
urged a deep understanding of, and link to, effectiveness within the program’s strategy.

Again, the 2011 Review found that assessing the effectiveness of the program was difficult – because a
clear and comprehensive strategy was lacking, resulting in scattered efforts delinked from true
effectiveness. It was also recommended that the senior executive be more clearly held responsible for
effectiveness across the program, so as to maintain a closer link to policy and strategy.

On country planning

The reviews were consistent in placing huge importance on country planning mechanisms. Country
plans are consistently seen as the link between the program’s objective, policy and corresponding
framework, program shape and focus and the effectiveness of our efforts. The 2005 Core Group Report
recommended that we ‘upgrade the focus on country strategies as the key planning and review
document for Australian development efforts to major partner countries’. The 2011 Review said that ‘The
aid program should be driven by country programs, rather than by predetermined sectoral targets’.

However, the reviews reported that Australia consistently underperforms in writing, using, and placing
importance on country plans. Authors noted they are frequently outdated, can be out of step with
strategy and budget processes and fluctuate in flexibility and use. Simons noted that ‘AusAID’s country
strategies are of variable quality, and many have been allowed to lapse’.

Should the right attention and primacy be afforded to country plans, and the process of writing them,
they can be a critical mechanism. The reviews were consistent in wanting the country plans to be in the
‘driving seat’ and work in tandem with the program’s strategy. Should they be afforded this primacy,
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they can be a tool that can safeguard the program against short-term interventions that are counter-
productive to overall effectiveness of development efforts. However, it should be noted that a
Development Intelligence Lab workshop of experienced practitioners doubted that Australia had ever
had a country planning mechanism that consistently delivered the desired results.

On risk, debate, and contestation

At a high level, the reviews noted that development is ‘a risky business’ — often done in environments
that have constraints such as a ‘lack of human resources, institutional capacity, and infrastructure’, and
often undertaken at a distance with ‘logistical and cultural difficulties.’ Add to this, and ‘unlike almost all
other Government programs’, the results of development work are not visible to taxpayers and are away
from the ‘ready scrutiny of Parliament, the media and the public’.

The reviews pointed to a need to balance mitigation of risks posed by the nature of this work with the
need for debate and contestation, to ultimately achieve more effective development. The 2011 Review
noted, ‘ineffectiveness carries a lower political cost than fraud, but is actually the greatest risk for the
taxpayer’.

Again, from the 2011 Review, the Committee noted: ‘healthy debate is one of the best guarantees of an
effective aid program. It is a complex and difficult program to get right, and no one agency or minister
will have all the answers.’ It was best articulated in Simons:

‘The AusAID environment should encourage the contest of ideas, evaluation, feedback and
learning. An excellent statistical service and an active research program are prerequisites. But
most important is a management system that is transparent, open to challenge from inside
and out, and committed to change.’

The 2020 abolition of the Office for Development Effectiveness (ODE) did not send a signal to the
development community that the department was committed to fostering internal debate.

On evaluation

Each review favoured some sort of independent or semi-independent evaluation unit within the
department that can take a holistic review of efforts for effectiveness against the objective of the
program. Jackson recommended starting an independent evaluation unit within the Australian
Development Assistance Bureau (ADAB), and Simons recommended starting what would become the
ODE — arguing for stronger internal evaluation that was more independent. The 2011 Review was
broadly complimentary of an independent evaluation function, stating that ODE plays ‘an ongoing,
useful role as an ‘internal think tank’ within AusAID on issues of aid effectiveness’.

That said, there was no consensus on the exact role that the ODE (or its equivalent) should play —
suggestions ranged from performance management and reporting, an internal think tank, systems
advisor, and more. Regardless, the reviews were unanimous on the merits of an expanded evaluation
function.

On whole-of-government coordination

Each review referenced the need for whole-of-Government coordination and performance – and these
references understandably increased over time, presumably as development activities diversified and
expanded in other government departments. The 2011 Review recommended that ‘more emphasis
needs to be given to whole–of–government coordination and performance management’.
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The general preference was to house this within DFAT and have Cabinet ownership at the higher level.

Lessons from the reviews

1. When putting pen to paper on a development policy, the department should be clear-headed
on Australia’s capability to deliver effectively.

2. A mechanism (and culture) to ensure that the lessons from failed and successful investments
are informing the macro strategic decision-making of the department is lacking.

3. Development initiatives carry significant risk. Greater debate and contestability can help
temper the challenge of operating in this environment.

4. Country planning is deemed as a critical tool that translates development policy to practice —
and contributes to the effectiveness of the program. They should be a useful tool to balance
short- and long-term goals.

5. An independent evaluation unit of some sort is essential for effectiveness.

6. Whole-of-Government coordination is needed, but to what extent and who claims ownership is
inconsistent.

Implications for a new development policy

Given the time since the last review, the intervening disruptions of COVID-19, and the increasing
influence of China in the Indo-Pacific, the need to be able to translate policy settings into practice and
have on the ground insights informing strategic decision-making has never been more urgent — and
challenging.

The department can and should continue to grapple with the words of the development policy. But what
we learn from the reviews is that these policies and objectives will never be clear enough for such a
complex program that changes frequently. So, the department should place more emphasis on the
approaches, tools and technologies that evidence tells us are most likely to deliver the results we want.
This doesn’t mean frameworks — it means definitions, examples, priorities, decision-making matrices,
and robust and rapid impact and effectiveness assessments.

Challenges to be tackled for the new development policy include:

1. How will effectiveness be integrated into high-level strategic decisions?

We know that effectiveness is important — but with rapid policy decisions in fast-moving
political environments, we need to reconsider what real time mechanisms can be deployed to
equip senior management to steer the program. We need accurate, timely strategic feedback
that assesses the extent to which policy goals are being achieved.

2. How will a culture of debate, contestation, and ‘fast failures’ be built in the department,
and Government more broadly?

This is another need that has also accelerated since the last review. In a department that
carries significant risk and uncertainty, there is likely continuous work to be done to examine
internal and external practices to develop a culture of contestation and debate. The department
should consider how it can insert iterative learning and adaptation into initiatives.
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3. How will country planning processes and usage be reinvigorated?

With country plans consistently named in the reviews as a key tool to translate policy to
practice, how will not only the plans themselves, but the processes of developing them, be
reintroduced?

Where historically, country plans have been the critical management tool to both translate
policy to practice, as well as centre the needs of partner countries, there is also doubt that they
have ever truly worked. The department will need to work through the country planning model,
audience, and usage carefully to capitalise on this critical mechanism. The challenge will be
producing a useful and adaptive method for navigating short- and long-term priorities and
competing interests.

4. What is the alternative to ODE?

The reintroduction of meta-level independent assessments of the aid program is essential.
The department will need to grapple with what this should look like. There are multiple
alternative mechanisms for accountability and management. How might they be used? Will
they add up to more than the sum of their parts? It is currently unclear how the department
tracks critical performance questions at a whole of program level. This will have to be resolved.

5. Will the department coordinate whole-of-Government development activity?

Increasingly, in addition to the formal ODA program, whole-of-Government partners are
delivering complementary activities (for example, loans, direct budget support, and defence
cooperation). If a new development policy is intended to capture whole-of-Government
partners and their ODA and non-ODA contributions, how will this work in practice? For example,
is it time for Cabinet to mandate responsibility for aligning these investments? Should this rest
within DFAT, PM&C, or some other whole-of-Government mechanism that has the mandate to
ensure all development activity is well-coordinated for maximum impact?
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Four | Capitalising on the development ecosystem

The above three areas are those in which the reviews show stark lessons that recur. Yet in combing
through the findings of the reviews, a fourth category emerges: the strength and diversity of the
development ecosystem.

The reviews from 1984 – 2011 touch on what a healthy, robust development ecosystem needs: strong
partnerships; a capable department; relevant and useful independent research; and broad public
support. And while the reviews were generally positive across these areas (of course noting areas for
improvement), a lot has shifted in the development program since 2011.

Should a review be undertaken today, we suspect this area would have numerous recommendations
for improvement given there is evidence that capability is less stronger and the ecosystem less
diverse.

What the reviews said

On delivery partners

Each review acknowledged that NGOs provide specific expertise, connections, and connection to the
Australian public that is valuable to the development program. Each review touched on a handful of
specific reforms that could increase the value, but also noted the many additional reviews, reports, and
processes Australian NGOs go through in addressing these reforms and was very positive.

Multiple reviews noted that, alongside favourable work from Australian NGO partners, local NGOs
brought equal if not greater value as a development partner. Where satisfactory accountability
frameworks, reporting mechanisms, and so on, could be developed, the reviews were favourable to
increasing core funding to local NGOs. This was discussed distinctly from project-based funding, which
leaves local NGOs at higher risk of ceasing operations.

The reviews were also clear in the value of working with multilaterals: this includes mobilisation of
scaled resources, engaging impartially with certain countries, leveraging pooled expertise, and the
reputational benefits of being a responsible donor. The reviews often commented that the need for
funding allocations to different multilateral agencies to go up or down, based on their performance
against the objective of Australia’s aid program. Once again, the need for a clear objective is needed.
From this, there was also debate in the reviews about core funding to multilaterals, and the need for
less micro-management.

Interestingly, there was little in the reviews specifically on the role, value, or comparative advantages of
managing contractors. This is potentially because managing contractors are often used as Government
delivery agents as opposed to being regarded as independent development agents and political
constituencies.

On DFAT capability

The reviews were consistent in highlighting the dilemma of an ever-increasing skillset required of
department staff. As Simons noted: ‘A judicious balance needs to be struck between the generalist
administrator coordinating the implementation of aid programs and specialist advice.’

There were also consistent recommendations to focus more on partnership management skills. The
2011 Review stated: ‘Greater resourcing to manage key partnerships, particularly at senior levels, will be
needed to make the most of partnerships.’ This recommendation has particular saliency for DFAT in
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recent years as the resources for strategic management and development diplomacy have been much
reduced since the last review in 2011. It will be necessary to make a strong business case for funding
more staff as part of program delivery and diplomatic effectiveness.

Reviews also noted the problem of staff mobility and retention, which, as Simons said, ‘... depletes
corporate memory, diminishes country knowledge and expertise, and causes inefficiencies’.

As discussed elsewhere in this paper, the disconnect between policy and implementation also
elevated issues in departmental capability.

On research institutions and think tanks

The reviews pointed to the recurring value that independent research brings to the program and
continuously acknowledged to the success of this. The 2011 Review noted:

‘Some of the biggest aid successes for example the Green Revolution have involved
supporting research into and then deploying new technologies.’

They also noted the difficulties in navigating core, long-term funding and commissioning shorter and
more urgent research. Simons was unimpressed by the lack of coordination:

‘The Committee is struck by the dispersion of responsibility and apparent lack of coordination
of these activities in AusAID. There is no central coordination of support for, or commissioning
of academic research by the Agency.’

Suggestions to address this included expanding research commissioning to international and
developing country institutions, preparing a strategic plan for research, an ‘academic in residence’
program, and internal advisory councils for long-term core funding allocations.

While strategic public communications was often discussed in the reviews in the context of gaining and
maintaining public support and transparency, it was also highlighted as essential for fostering a healthy
development research ecosystem. ‘More informed public debate’ and indications of priorities was
encouraged in engagement with researchers.

On views of the public

While the reviews did not explicitly say that public communications were not done well, they
consistently recommended improving this, and made clear the importance. Review authors noted that
the development program should reflect community interests and expectations and demonstrate
achievement of national interest. Most critically, there was strong messaging that the long-term
sustainability of a taxpayer-funded program administered outside of Australia needs to be
communicated clearly, for its own long-term sustainability.

The above being said, the reviews were again clear that in ramping up clear and strategic public
communication, the goal should be to inform and fulfil an obligation of transparency and accountability,
rather than persuade. Simons noted:

‘… there are good reasons for AusAID expenditure on public information and development
education activities, so long as they are firmly harnessed to the following objectives:
Accountability, public engagement, broad national interest benefits.’
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In this, the reviews noted that this should come not only from the department, but from Parliament and
political leaders.

Lessons from the reviews

1. Delivery partners deliver diverse value to the development program. The department should
consider how to capitalise not just Australian partners, but locally engaged ones too.

2. The value of multilateral contributions is derived from their service to Australia’s program
objective — so continuous work is needed to assess funding allocations.

3. The department requires shifting skills to meet the changing demands of development. This
includes both specialist expertise, and generalist skills that include partnership and program
management.

4. The importance of engaging the public should not be underestimated. This engagement is
mutually reinforcing: the department provides transparency on activities that are sometimes
difficult to see, and the public can engage with the program, and see national values reflected
in it.

5. Public information from the department should seek to inform rather than persuade.

6. Research institutions and think tanks are valuable to the program, and there are changes the
department can make to further capitalise on this, including communications strategies.

Implications for a new development policy

Challenges to be tackled in the new development policy include:

1. How will the usage andmanagement of delivery partners be future-fit?

Since the last review in 2011, the landscape of delivery partners has changed. There has been
further consolidation of managing contractors, and some have suggested that the Government
should be spending more bilaterally to capitalise on relationship dividends. We have seen the
emergence of development actors that do not fall neatly into traditional roles (for example,
philanthropic initiatives and private donors), plus pressure for Australia to spend more through
local organisations.

The department will need to consider how a new development policy will be delivered
effectively, and how to leverage the best of its delivery partners. A delivery partner strategy
and/or industry capability plan should be considered. The Government should also consider
how it can leverage the huge reservoirs of knowledge of what works frommanaging
contractors, given their role in delivering around one fifth of the program in often complex and
technically demanding programs.

2. How will department capability be addressed in a holistic, future-fit way?

Following integration in 2013, there was a significant loss of human capital from the
department: on some estimates it was as much as 2,000 years of development expertise. In
the same period, the influence of other departments in international affairs has increased — vis
a vis Home Affairs, Defence, and Intelligence agencies. Yet while it is tempting to focus on lost
capability, there is an opportunity to instead focus on the capabilities development
professionals will need in 10-20 years’ time: expertise to tackle emerging issues of technology
growth, climate change, geoeconomics shifts, and more.

https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/reset-required-dfat-ausaid-integration
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3. How can we capitalise on the work from research institutions and think tanks?

With development becoming increasingly mainstreamed in broader foreign policy research, the
department should consider ways to capitalise on the proliferation of information at its disposal,
while recognising the constraints of research uptake inside the department (such as time,
volume, Government-relevance, and so on). A dedicated research agenda that is publicly
released on an annual or bi-annual basis should be considered.

4. How can we engage the public in an effective way, given the window of opportunity post-
pandemic?

During the COVID-19 pandemic Australia experienced a shift in the public’s view on aid and
development – a positive trend. At the same time, Ministers have a greater appetite for public
leadership on issues of aid and development, and are less concerned by the risk to internal
party dynamics or the perceived lack of popularity of aid in the public realm. Plus, a Prime
Minister with a clear international focus. There is a moment to capitalise on these
circumstances and again tackle broad public engagement. The reviews indicate that this can
reinforce the value and support for the program and allow for accountability from the
department to the public. Ultimately, engagement needs to be a two-way street.
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